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PROJECT DESCRIPTION   

 

Project goals 

 To apply Littlewood-Richardson combinatorics for investigation of invariant 

subspaces of nilpotent linear operators 

 To understand relationships between quadratic forms and infinite dimensional 

Lie algebras 

 To develop Coxeter spectral study of signed graphs, edge-bipartite graphs, their 

Coxeter groups  and  related mesh generalized root systems 

 To apply obtained results to the classification of derived categories of a class of 

algebraic singularities and weighted projective lines, up to the usual triangle 

equivalences. 

  

Outline  

The main aim of the doctoral research project is to solve several open problems of   

representation theory,  spectral graph theory and   categorical  algebra inspired by the 

classical study of  Klein singularities and  Birkhoff type problems for nilpotent linear 

operators in close relation with 

 corresponding Littlewood-Richardson combinatorics, 

 quadratic forms  and their connection with a class of infinite-dimensional Lie 

algebras, 

 Coxeter spectral study of signed graphs, edge-bipartite graphs, their Coxeter groups  

and  related mesh generalized root systems, 

 applications of obtained results to the classification of derived categories of a class of 

algebraic singularities and weighted projective lines, up to the usual triangle 

equivalences 



 

This is a well defined cooperative  research project supervised by two closely cooperating 

researchers: J.  Kosakowska and  D.  Simson,  studying a large  class of Birkhoff type problems 

for nilpotent linear operators  by means of different combinatorial tools having a common 

root; namely, the combinatorics of the irreducible root systems in the sense of Bourbaki and  

their Coxeter-Weyl  groups,    with applications in Lie theory and singularity theory. 

   On one hand, the research direction of D. Simson is   partially  a continuation of the 

research project NCN DEC-2012/03/B/ST1/00824 pt. Oswojoność problemów macierzowych 

i koalgebr, problemy Birkhoffa i sieciowe systemy pierwiastków, 2012-2016  (see also the 

publications [S1] and [S2] listed below), extended by recent applications of the mesh root 

system technique (introduced by Simson over  10 years ago) to the Coxeter spectral 

classification  of positive signed graphs. One of our  aims is to extend  the algorithmic 

classification given in [S3] and [S4] for edge-bipartite graphs with loops,  to  positive 

connected signed graphs without loops.  In particular, given a Coxeter polynomial F(t)∈ 𝑍[𝑡] 

of such a signed graph ∆  one should construct a unique finite 𝐶𝑜𝑥∆-mesh geometry of  roots 

of ∆ that  defines an algorithmic formula computing the strong Gram congruence with the 

canonically chosen bigraph  𝐷𝐹 such that its Coxeter polynomial coincides with F(t).  On this 

way we get an algorithmic computational tool for deciding if  the bilinear Euler characteristic 

𝜒𝑅: 𝑍𝑛 × 𝑍𝑛 →  𝑍𝑛 of a finite-dimensiona algebra R determines the bounded derived 

category 𝐷𝑏(𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑅) of the R-module category 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑅, up to the triangle equivalences of 

derived categories. 

   On the other  hand, the research direction of J. Kosakowska  is partially a continuation of 

her cooperation with Markus Schmidmeier from Florida Atlantic University and her PhD 

student Mariusz Kaniecki (see the publications [K1]-[K4] listed below). One of tasks of this 

doctoral research project is  to develop Littlewood-Richardson tableaux and other 

combinatorial tools in the theory of invariant subspaces of nilpotent linear operators. In 

particular we want to investigate properties of new combinatorial tools (i.e. socle tableaux 

that were defined recently by Kosakowska and Schmidmeier), compare them with 

Littlewood-Richardson tableaux and apply them to describe algebraic and geometric 

properties of invariant subspaces (e.g. to generalize results of [K3]). We also want to 

associate a Lie algebra (using standard Ringel-Hall algebra theory) with a class of invariant 

subspaces  and compare it with a Lie algebra associated with suitably chosen quadratic form. 

Work plan 

1. Investigate various types of tableaux and their connections with invariant subspaces of 

nilpotent linear operators 

2. Associate with a given bilinear form an infinite dimensional Lie algebra and investigate its 

properties 

3. Develop Coxeter spectral study of signed graphs, edge-bipartite graphs, their Coxeter 

groups  and  related mesh generalized root systems 

4. Try to apply obtained results to the classification of derived categories of a class of 

algebraic singularities and weighted projective lines, up to the usual triangle 



equivalences 
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Required initial knowledge and skills of the PhD candidate 

 Analytical thinking 

 Understanding of basic mathematics 

 Understanding of algebra (with emphasis on linear algebra) 

 Knowledge about abstract root’s systems and Coxeter spectral study of signed graphs  

 Eager to work hard 
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